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				[image: ]Over the last three months I’ve noticed that that more and more companies are succumbing to cyber threats and attacks. I hear about big companies like Yahoo in the news, and I have received notifications firsthand from three other relatively big ones, who have all informed me that their systems have been compromised and that I should update and change my passwords www.adobe.com, www.linkedin.com and www.payasugym.com (which I use when I’m on the road). These aren’t small companies, two are tech giants and given that LinkedIn is owned by Microsoft, it doesn’t bode well for the future if Adobe and Microsoft can’t protect my data and their data effectively!

It feels to me like its ramping up, getting worse before it gets better. Yesterday I received a notification from www.Logmein.com  another service that I use, that there had been an attempted login from France. I live in the US  it was flagged up for that reason. It’s great to know that it was only an attempt , however no doubt someday soon there will likely be a break-in. So what should a small business like mine do to protect itself?

What I did was write an email to my friend Si Thomson!  https://www.linkedin.com/in/simonthomson Si has been my IT guru for the last 17 years and asked him for his sage advice. Which he has given me and I think it’s so good that I’m sharing it with you. It’s not been edited so hopefully you will forgive some of his more flamboyant language!

Hey Brian,

Oh good god. This is becoming a nightmare. I’m sure you follow the rules of passwords – but I’m going to offload some of my advice and what I do personally because I hate friends and clients having these issues. 

	First point – It’s a complete pain but it works for me! When I am travelling I pass on what I know to clients and buddies alike – because this “cyber stealing” issue is just going to grow and grow. Sharing is caring (my edit couldn’t resist it).
	Use CCleaner http://www.piriform.com/ccleaner – every time you access Banking and any money related accounts. bother before and after access.  Tell CCleaner to wipe your passwords from Browser and Applications. This will at least keep the monetary side of things for you clear from any detail being recorded on your PC. It’s a complete ball ache because your passwords get wiped – but it keeps them from prying eyes.
	Anti Virus or more correctly – Security Software we use today as techs is Eset. eset.com. I did a seminar a few months ago with 30 techs. It was about VoIP. As a bit of fun at the end of the afternoon – I did a half hour “tech exchange” session, basically for everybody to enlighten everyone else on tech stuff! One of the areas that came up was Security. I asked what everyone ran on their devices. 70% of the techs ran Eset https://www.eset.com/us/ and of those – nearly half ran Malware Bytes https://www.malwarebytes.com/ as well.
	THIS IS THE BIG ONE – When Browsing the Internet and doing serious work accessing lots of site needing logins etc. – Use a VPN client. https://www.ipvanish.com and there is some great advice here as well https://www.cloudwards.net/free-vpn-services/ Why? because ALL the data Traffic going to & from your PC to the Internet is Totally 100% Encrypted (in a tunnel). It actually brings a new meaning to the use of VPN’s. We used them to connect thru to office systems from home for example. Well – why not use them to connect to the Internet? everything going from you to the Internet is potentially open to hackers. They just won’t bother with VPN Traffic. They’ll move on! You can even select which country you wish to connect to for the VPN. (This is nice).Governments of course won’t like this soon – because all the tracking of information from your PC to the Internet is encrypted. They’ll get nothing!
	Now of course this doesn’t protect you from having your details compromised by Microsoft, Adobe or any other systems. So what to do about that? Only the best that you can…… Change Passwords regularly and use a Password Company like Lastpass. https://lastpass.com This will build up every single site you access with a password – so you know what sites you have and what ones maybe you need to change regularly. Keeping passwords complicated and in excess of 10 characters is great but we forget. Not with Lastpass. And, if ever you have a key logger on your device, by not having to type the password in, and just selecting it from lastpass, the password isn’t typed in therefore not tracked. Lastpass runs on Windows and Apple and devices.
	Dual Factor Authentication. www.duo.com There will be other types out there – but this will pretty much eliminate access to accounts because you have to authorise the access!


If I was to be honest – the most important element of keeping your details and info safe – is point 4 – VPN. 

I hope something in this quick brain dump helps you in some form Brian.

Cheers for now

Si

Thank you Si, your a top bloke. The information is so useful and I owe you one.If  you need Si to help you his contact details are on his LinkedIn profile https://www.linkedin.com/in/simonthomson

The final bit of information Si gave me was this infographic
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I wrote a blog post back in March 2010, I revisited today as an update to a wonderful story that’s still unfolding.  The blog was called:

A rather ridiculous thing, running and sales and was an introduction to my monthly newsletter at the time, because I had a rather ridiculous story to tell.

In May 2009 I received an email from Ian Kinsella pictured above, the content of which I’m going to reprint for you. It’s inspirational and its genuine. After you have read it there’s a YouTube link to a presentation that Ian has just delivered that I recommend that you share as a reminder of just how much your chosen attitude can influence your life.

An inspirational email

I want to give you a little background to the email. It’s from a salesman that I have worked with for a number of years. He’s in his mid-20’s and he lives and works in Dublin. He’s been one the best delegates that I have trained (and is to this day), he’s enthusiastic about training, he likes to learn and he’s not afraid to try.

This is his email exactly as he wrote it:

Hi Brian,

How the hell are you? I had to email you as I did something that is rather ridiculous in the current economic climate and if anyone would appreciate it, it’s you.

As you know, I’ve had a difficult year; in fact, about a month and a half ago I lost my Grandmother too which was like rubbing salt in the wound after losing my mother. Basically I hit an all-time low and didn’t think I could pick myself up again, I had no interest in selling cars because it all seemed so insignificant……………..so I made a decision, to try beat the sales record in the middle of this recession, I thought that setting such a crazy goal would keep me focused and make me get back into selling again, I also knew that I can do anything if I put my mind to it.

So I gave up drink, I worked every day and every hour I could, I answered every phone first, got to every customer first and I started to get back in the groove very quickly and before I knew it I had delivered 60 retail cars in 26 days; breaking my old record of 58 set back in January 2007.

Maybe in these depressing times when your training around the world this story could be worth telling other sales people who are struggling and think that you can’t make money in this recession.

From the 9th of April until the 7th of May: 61 Hours a week, 244 hours in the month, 2.3 sales a day over 26 days – Record broken by 2 units.

Hope your well,

Regards

Ian

Postscript

This landed in my LinkedIn feed this morning. Please take some time to watch it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Xy-K_aGs9o

Its Ian’s story in his own words 7 years on , its 15 minutes long and one of the best presentations I have seen delivered in a long time. Its professional, its motivational, it’s real and its meaningful. It’s worth sharing with your sales people, it’s worth sharing with your friends and with your family. It’s truly inspirational and for me was a great way to start my day.  It should be a TED talk on a much bigger stage.

When I wrote the blog I was concerned that people would think that the story was an imaginary tale! Well I think you can see it’s clearly not and if you are a salesperson or manager then you need to take on board Ian’s message.

Ian had focused on what he could do, he had set himself a goal and he had worked hard to achieve it. He had focused on his activity and he had taken every customer inquiry seriously. Perhaps that’s why he and his team are still breaking sales records in his new career.

I love the line that he soon got back into the groove, because that’s exactly what we all need to do. Back in 2009 Ireland was rocked by the recession it faced, and it really is only coming out of it now in 2016. Stay focused. Lift yourself up, challenge yourself, rev your motivation and point yourself in the right direction, that’s what Ian did and look what he achieved.

[image: ian-3]

Running and sales targets

If you know me well you know that I get off on running. I completed my first half marathon in 2009 coming in at 2.00.52 on the clock (Ian’s marathon times put me to shame but then again he is 25 years younger than me :-). I’ve done many half marathons since but not a full one and I think Ian’s gentle reminder to me today was just what I need to get me back on a full marathon track.

So what’s running got to do with sales? Well targets for most things in life fall into the categories of quality, quantity, cost, profit and time. Running is said to be simple to measure; you have a distance and then complete the distance in a time (the 100 meters for example). It’s not that simple though; what if the distance is all uphill, what impact will that have on the time? What if the temperature is going to be high or the humidity high?

The conditions will have an influence over the result and you will have to work harder in tougher conditions (and smarter) to achieve similar results to the race before. It will have an impact on your time as well unless you train differently for the different conditions (and as Ian points out you have to have the right gear and training to truly compete.

Well that’s the same in sales in my mind, if the market conditions are tougher so we need to work harder and train differently. If there are fewer prospects around so we really need push the boat out with every customer, give them the best presentation we can, present the offer in the most enthusiastic way, communicate all of the positives and really do our best for every customer. The market today needs us to treat every customer like they are gold (because they really are) and treat them to the very best of our ability.

I truly believe that we all need to train harder for these changing economic conditions. I train 5 days a week for the reward that it gives me. I train to make sure I’m prepared. I do it because I love it not because I’m forced to do it. I make time for it because if I didn’t then I might either injury myself or fail to meet my goal. Now there are people around me that say I’m mad (which is probably true), why bother, what’s the point. The point is that I’m doing it for me, the point is that enjoy it and the point is that it is rewarding for me.

And that’s exactly the sale in sales, if your salespeople don’t enjoy it, don’t find it rewarding, if they don’t want to work harder in a tougher environment and they are not prepared to train (or for you to train them) then don’t be surprised if things don’t improve.

I think that Ian’s email and his presentation says it so much better than I do. Nobody forced him to work so hard, he did it because he wanted to, to challenge himself and to see what he could really achieve. He achieved his goal and I know that he got his reward as well.

I hope that Ian’s story has touched you, it did me. I can’t wait for the next chapter!

Regards

Brian

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Xy-K_aGs9o

P.S. His Berlin time was under 2 hours 46, 8 minutes under his personal best. Way to go Ian!

 

				This one-day course is designed to help dealership managers to produce a workable budget for their business or department by tackling the complex and different issues not routinely covered nor discussed regularly in training modules and without turning the manager into an accountant.

You will leave this workshop with the skills, tools and techniques to help you to:

	Understand budgeting models
	Understand basic accounting terms
	Understand where to source the management information available to you to produce a budget
	Have the knowledge and understanding to produce a workable budget on your return to the dealership


By the conclusion of this workshop, you will have improved and developed your financial appreciation skills, your business skills, and be able to produce a workable budget for the next 12 months.

DURATION: 1 DAY

				Declining profit margins in new car sales together with the continuous extension of car life are making the performance of the service department key to the financial health of a dealership. This workshop is designed to give service managers the core knowledge needed to:

	Increase the average hours per job card (or repair order) invoiced through the workshop
	Increase customer satisfaction and retention
	Increase service department profit contribution.


The content will cover:

	Understanding the bigger picture, why the performance of your service department is a critical success factor for your dealership.
	The service customer reception process; on the phone, the night, before and receiving the vehicle on the day.
	The electronic vehicle health check process; the practices, the processes and the systems to employ that deliver a duty of care charter to each and every customer.
	The customer relationship building process; at the reception desk, in the workshop, delivering the invoice and making a lasting impression
	Selling service plans and residual income products; the features, the advantages and the benefits of offering these products and services
	How to operate an effective service CRM system; the traditional and the innovative systems and processes to employ in the age of social media and digital marketing
	Understanding customer touch point’s, what they are and how to identify them to increase service revenues, labor sales, technician utilization and workshop productivity.


DURATION: 2 DAYS

				The objective of this two-day Sales Management workshop is give each delegate that attends the tools, the information and the education to ensure that they make every sales opportunity in their business count. This intensive management course is designed for both the new and the experienced Sales Manager looking to upskill and improve sales team performance.

The workshop content will cover:

	A working review of the effective and profitable sales management processes that increase vehicle sales and profits
	Installing and implementing the key disciplines needed in your sales department that directly influence & increase volumes
	The management disciplines required to optimise the profit in every deal covering deal desking, value shifting and profit maximisation
	Driving sales performance by installing and implementing the core performance drivers needed to inspire exceptional sales performance from your sales team
	Dealing effectively with the digital shopper to convert more enquiries into sales by covering response approaches, tools available, online chat prompts, video follow-up, email templates and phone tips to move the enquirer to a call to action (CTA) in the critical 15-minute window of opportunity
	Key social media tools, tips and tricks to make sure you get the best results from your social media marketing covering what’s being used, who’s using it, what’s effective and whats not!
	The used car market, what’s hot and not, the market potential, the opportunities and the threats so that the sales team are best prepared to exploit the used car opportunities afforded to them
	Buying the used car at the right price by reviewing effective digital mark-up policies, etrade-in appraisals, valuation processes, pricing disciplines, price to market used car stock turn policies, pre-conditioning standards, policies and controls.


DURATION: 2 DAYS

				Objective: To demonstrate to the participants in a clear manner that you do not have to rely on walk-in traffic and digital advertising to generate more customers.

The course content will help each delegate learn new practical ways to generate appointments with prospective customers from the incoming calls and digital inquiries that they receive and the outgoing calls that they make.

The key areas covered will be:

	Structuring calls (Incoming and outgoing)
	Different call approaches (outgoing)
	Targeting specific customers (outgoing)
	TNP strategy and background
	Diary management
	Telephone techniques – inbound and outbound
	Setting solid appointments from incoming calls and digital inquiries
	Email responses and templates to secure more confirmed appointments
	Influencing skills and transition management
	Generating referrals
	Prospecting for engagement using social media.


				The objective of this sales development course is to focus and motivate your sales people to make sales happen. Suitable equally for new starters and experienced sales people this workshop will give them the tools needed to enable them to sell new and used cars, light commercial vehicles and additional products in volume, profitably.

The key areas covered will be:

	Developing the right attitude and focus.
	The digital customer journey, touch points to move the prospective customer to the next call to action.
	Dealing effectively with the digital shopper to convert more inquiries into sales, designed to move the enquirer to a telephone or face to face meeting in the critical window of opportunity.
	Meeting and greeting issues including body language, procedural statements, sign posting and agenda setting.
	In-depth customer qualification; to establish the customer’s specific requirements, to identify explicit needs, that develop implied and emotional needs to help the customer to buy.
	eTrade-in evaluations & appraisals skills; showing delegates how to conduct a professional appraisal of a car through an introduction to the market driven pricing grid.
	Influencing skills and demonstration techniques that will show the delegates how to positively influence customers through a static demonstration, how to conduct a test drive and how to get commitment on the vehicle of interest.
	Quoting a deal; building the quote, building the deal, delivering value and the justification of the price.
	Closing skills; objection handling techniques and closing techniques to add to the sales toolbox.
	Key social media tools, tips and tricks to make sure each salesperson gets the best results from their personal social media marketing.


DURATION: 2 DAYS
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Most sales managers tend to approach budgeting simply by looking at the unit and bottom line figures.  Here, Brian looks at a different approach – one which he implemented at a dealership towards the end of last year.

Starting point

 I started my projections by looking at how many units were sold in each month of the previous year, and then converted each monthly total into a percentage of the total (alternatively, you could take the average monthly sales over the past three years, to iron out the effects of any special promotions or market anomalies).  I was working on the basis that those monthly percentages were unlikely to be significantly different in the year ahead (although the number of sales might be).

Next, I took the 2015 sales targets (2300 new and used retail units) and broke that down into 12 monthly targets, based on the previous year’s percentages. From that I was able to work out how many prospects the dealership would need to talk to (based on a 20% closing ratio, which I believe is the industry average – in the Digital sales age your sales team may well be closing 25%-30% of the prospects they talk to to achieve the required level of sales each month as customers are better informed than ever before.

Staffing levels

 From this you can calculate how many salespeople you actually need to do the job, and whether you currently have enough or too many. In this example, the dealership currently has 8 salespeople.  They will require an extra two to meet the January target, two more in February, and a further one in March. By the time April comes around you might think the sales department will be over-staffed, but of course you have to remember that, one, there will be a degree of staff turnover and, two, you also have to cover holiday and sickness as well. The projections are based on each salesperson delivering 180 units per year.

Test drives

[image: woman-driving-car]

Having determined that the sales team needs to speak to 1,200 prospects in January, it follows that they will need to give 600 of them a test drive. Again, that is based on standard industry figures – for every ten prospects you demonstrate to, you should sell four cars.  So, for example, in January 600 demonstrations should lead to 240 sales.

 Customer follow-up

 Similarly, with customer follow-up, experience suggests that each prospect who leaves the showroom without buying a car needs to be contacted three times to maximize your chances of converting them into a sale. The first follow-up is usually to thank them for visiting the dealership, and to establish if there are any other ways in which we can help them.  That contact, whether it is by phone (preferably), a handwritten note, an email or a text, should be made within 24 hours of their visit to the dealership, unless they have visited on a Saturday in which case Monday is the best time to re-contact them – Sunday is a bit too intrusive in my mind. The second might be some additional information and an offer of a second demonstration to help the prospect make a decision. The third should be to establish the next course of action.

Caution!



If you are doing three follow-up contacts per prospect, then you are working pretty hard.  If 360 follow-ups are required per salesperson during January – that’s around 15 for every working day of the month. 15 call-backs per day is basically two hours work on the phone, which is probably as much as a salesperson can productively manage, bearing in mind that most of them are probably doing a delivery a day as well.  So, any more than that and you are probably going to have to give your sales team some extra support

That is the trouble with most budgets – we tend to budget for results when what we should also be budgeting for is the salesperson’s activity levels.If you want your salespeople to be effective, then you simply have to budget for their time to follow-up prospects.  If you don’t, you will probably find that your team is not big enough and inevitably they will reduce the number of follow-up calls they make.  This in turn will reduce their effectiveness and your sales.

Does it stack up?

 The next stage is checking to see if this all stacks up as a budget.  This year, in our example, we required 24 unit sales per salesperson per month on average.  Last year it was 22. So the question is, can we expect to get an 8% increase out of our sales team?  In this particular case the answer was most certainly yes, since we were working with a more experienced sales team now.

Also as a cross-check, last year the average per salesperson was 19 units and we managed to raise that to 22.



F&I potential

 On a 50% finance penetration in January, the dealership would sell 120 cars on finance and get $174,000 in finance commission.  But if they could just raise that penetration to 60% they would sell 144 cars on finance and bring in $208,800. If an extra 10% penetration means an extra $420,000 profit over the course of the year, you have to ask if it would not be worth considering investing some of that money in an additional business manager to ensure we get that extra revenue?  Or, it might mean looking again at the way in which we sell finance to try and maximize the potential.

Use actual results

 My first attempt at the budget, was done using only the dealership averages.  My cross check was done on actual results, which means I am now developing a budget that is based on each of the salespeople’s real activities in previous years.  It’s a much more accurate way of looking at whether or not we can achieve our budget.

First we look at what the individual salespeople should be able to contribute during the new year in terms of units, and at what activity levels are required.  Here we are working on the basis that for every two demos you do you will sell one car.

When we come to look at F&I, we see that if they continue this year as they did last year then they should be able to bring in $2.4m of F&I commission, which is in line with our projection.  It means we are going to have to do something with finance if we want to raise it $1.4m.

So this now becomes a very good check against the original activity-based budget.  If that came in at $1.9m, for example, we’d have to do something radical with finance.  But as we are in the ball park in this example then we can be confident that there is definitely an extra $0.5m up for grabs.

 Excel (email us for the attachment)

The beauty of developing your budget on an Excel spreadsheet is that you can interrogate it to ask ‘what if?’  for example, our example  spreadsheet shows 1,000 new and used units.  Replace that with, say, 550 and all the other figures will change accordingly.

Looking across the top of spreadsheet, sales turnover is based on average selling price.  If you changed the average selling price from $20,500 to $25,500 the figures would change again.

 You can use this to get a feel for the volume of sales you think you are going to do, which will be important to you in terms of identifying cash flow and for making your cash flow projections.  Say you have 50% finance penetration, 60% trade-ins and you sell a car for $25,500.  For three days you will have outstanding, say, $18,000 worth of finance and you might also have a trade-in that is tying up your cash.

Final point

Most dealerships will only do a result based budget (which is much better than doing no budget at all).  They don’t tend to think through what their salespeople are going to have to do to get there.  And there’s no cross-checking. Dealerships need to look at carefully at what they have done this year before they start budgeting for that % increase next year.

				It started with Rockar
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and the trend continues with Aston Martin opening their Mayfair boutique

[image: Pedestrian look at a DB11, left, and a Vanquish, right.]Pedestrian look at a DB11, left, and a Vanquish, right.


and continues with  Seat opening a store in Lakeside,
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What’s interesting with this news story is that it is Group 1 Automotive Group1  are one of the largest automotive groups in the world. Although mainly located in North America this exercise is worth keeping an eye on. If successful they will most likely bring it to the US where it will be fought, as it would fundamentally change the dealership model here.

[image: ]And it continues with Porsche set to tap into the premium retail environment of Leeds’s Victoria Gate shopping mall with a new pop-up brand experience center with “no overt sales process in place”
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Time and changes in automotive retailing march on!

				Flying back from London to Chicago yesterday afternoon I experienced a new level of customer care from British Airways that I want to share.

On boarding the plane and whilst getting settled into my seat I was passed this card from Jo of the cabin crew.

[image: BA welcome on board]

Handwritten, personal and welcoming. It was a great start to a really improved service.

BA had made one other small change that I didn’t  really notice until the end of the flight.  Normally the meal service food is served from the cart however today it wasn’t. The food was served on a tray and carried to the seat by the cabin crew (as were snacks during the flight), simply it was a much more personal service.

Two very simple changes that made a world of difference and made the overall flight experience so much more pleasurable.

Thank you British Airways, the little things really do matter!
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